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ParticleTech Solution – many applications
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Multi-use analysis equipment, suited for various 

applications

Key highlights

Fast analysis
The solution provides measurements of
critical particle properties in less than 60
seconds, including particle shape & size.

Industry 4.0-ready

The solution can be seamlessly integrated into
central data-storage- & automation-systems
via the standardized OPC-UA protocol.

Portable & 

lightweightThe solution is lightweight and can easily be
transported in-between labs and productions
in a designated flight-case.

Crystallization Sugars Fermentation Dry powder Flocculation Fats & oils

High quality particle 

analysisImage analysis using advanced scanning 
technology  and algorithms based on 
statistically significant sample sizes.
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Customers

Customers in food, biotech, pharma, cosmetics, construction, oil & gas and many more
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ParticleTech Sugar Analyser 

 Optimization and control

 From seed to massecuite C

 Crystal size and shape

 60 times faster than sieve analysis

 ICUMSA Standard Methods

 User-friendly software

Portable 
Solution

Best Focus Image Segmented Image Output shown in PC



Other sampling methods than Flow System
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Particle samples are manually 
transferred to titer-plate and
subsequently analyzed in the 

imaging unit

Particle samples are manually 
transferred to microscope slide

and subsequently analyzed in the 
imaging unit

Dry & wet samples in titer-plate Dry samples at microscope slideWet samples in flow-cell

Particle samples are manually 
transferred with pipette to flow-
cell and subsequently analyzed 
in the imaging unit using the 

flow-cell adapter
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How does it work in Sugar Crystallization

• A sample is taken from the vacuum pan.

• A dilution media is ready and the sample is mixed with 
dilution.

• With a spoon a small amount is added to a well in a 12 wells 
titer plate and placed in the ParticleTech oCelloScope.

• The software is started and within 1-2 minutes an analysis is 
provided including particle size distribution, shape and 
ICUMSA results (Powers, RRSB, Rens, Butler).

ParticleTech Sugar Analyser can 
be placed right at the vacuum 
pans, or in the production 
laboratories.
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Best Focus Image Segmented Image

How does it work in Sugar Crystallization?

The ParticleTech oCelloScope scans the sample 
in the titer plate well and an image is provided –
best focus.

ParticleTech Algorithm is applied and the 
identified crystals are coloured. The colours can 
be used to classify crystals – see slide 13. 
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ICUMSA results

FeretMin

Based on the segmentation every crystal in the image is measured and the data facilitates analyses of size, size 
distribution, shape and ICUMSA results. 

How does it work in Sugar Crystallization?
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How does it work?
Report and document per job. One-pager PDF.

After running a job you choose Create PDF 
Report and you immediately get the 
overview and documentation of the specific 
job.
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How does it work?
Reporting Tool: analyse more jobs

You can filter on batches and 
specific features like area 
and mean diameter.

You can measure a batch over time and follow the crystallization by 
filtering the jobs by batch number. The report tool provides an 
overview of the specific batch crystallization.
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1. The flow cell is used with an 
easy pipette, or

2. With the automated pump 
system in the ParticleTech Sample 
Unit.

Sampling manually handled in a pipette Sampling automatically pumped into flow cell

Seed measurement using ParticleTech Flow Cell
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Slurry / Seed measured in a Flow Cell
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Slurry / Seed measured in a Flow Cell

3) Fast 
output 
directly in 
software:

1) Imaging

2) Segmentation
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Colors used in a smart way to classify 
Slurry / Seed by size

Blue >= 15µm
Yellow <   15µm
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Microscope slide adapter:

Dry sugar results

Using a holder for standard microscope dry sugar can be measured.
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ParticleTech Sugar Analyzer

Measurement of crystal 
size distribution based on 

ICUMSA standard

Sieve analog results New feature: Crystal classification

Direct quantification of the crystal population quality 
by measuring the percentage of single crystals and 

conglomeratesSugar crystallization

Single crystals

Conglomerates & agglomerates



With the new classification algorithm, the sugar
analyzer directly quantifies the crystal population
quality by analyzing the shape and morphology of
each crystal. Their properties are subsequently
used for classifying them into individual crystals
and conglomerates.
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New feature: Sugar crystal classification

Objectively quantify the percentage of agglomerates & conglomerates in any sugar sample

Single crystals Conglomerate



 Combat conglomerate-related problems

 Get better control of crystal size

 Resolve filtering problems

 Increase product purity

 Classification method makes it possible to

 Mass percentage of single crystals and 
conglomerates

 Clarify if crystal size changes are due to 
crystal growth rate changes or 
conglomeration

 Fast discovery of when and where the 
conglomerates are formed in the sugar 
refining process
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Benefits of the new classification feature

Seed pan Product pan 1

42 %

58 %

Seed magma

Discovering the origin of conglomerates

Based on the new classification analysis, it becomes clear 
that the conglomerates are produced in product pan 2.

MA 116 µm

CV

11 %

89 %

602 µm

57 %

44 %

56 %

675 µm

46 %

56 %

44 %

361 µm

45 %50 %

Product pan 2
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Classification is automatically performed

Classifications are automatically presented in software alongside the ICUMSA based measurements



Collaboration with Nordzucker
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 Particle Tech Solution can be interfaced via 
OPC UA (Open Platform Communications 
Unified Architecture), a standardized 
interface for Industry 4.0 communication.

 The interface makes it possible to seamlessly 
transfer measurement data directly to 
existing Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition systems (SCADA) and/or 
Laboratory information management 
systems.
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Prepared for Industry 4.0

Particle Tech Solution can be seamlessly connected to central data-storage- & automation-systems

OPC Client on PC SCADA systemOperator tablet

USB

Operational network
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Sugar refining

Slurry
from mills

1st-seed cooling 
crystallization

2nd-seed evap.
crystallization

Product A 
crystallizer

Product B 
crystallizer

~10 µm

~100 µm

~400 µm

500-600 µm

Crystal size
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Sugar refining

Key challenges

Reducing product variations

Ensuring high product purity

Reducing energy consumption

Potential solution

Continuous monitoring of crystal size & shape
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Sugar refining

Waste

Sample

Cleaning

Crystal size
distribution
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Case: Sugar refinery
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Sugar refining

Automated and fast analysis of sugar crystal size and quality based on shape and morphology

mins2
Analysis time

mins75

Critical information on agglomerates
alongside size and shape parameters
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ParticleTech ApS
Hirsemarken 1

3520 Farum
Denmark

info@particletech.dk
+45 53 54 80 84



FluidScopeTM scanning technology

Core technologies
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 Samples are scanned using the FluidScopeTM

technology to generate image Z-stack.

 Provides high quality microscopy images, 
suitable for image analysis.

Fully automated image analysis

Illumination

Lens unit

Collection
of images

Z-stack no. 1 Z-stack no. 2

1

2
3

1) Image aquisition, 2) Segmentation, 3) Particle analysis & statistics



Measured particle properties
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Particle properties measured based on ISO 9276-6 standard for particle size analysis

Feret diameters

FeretMean:
Averaged Feret diameters

Averaged particle diameter Other overall particle properties

≈
Equivalent circle diameter (area based)

Perimeter Area Fiber length 
& thickness

Particle height and width

And corresponding 90° diameters for 
FeretMin and FeretMax

Serves as an overall average of the 
particle size

FeretMin
FeretMax

FeretRatio =



Measured particle properties
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Particle properties measured based on ISO 9276-6 standard for particle size analysis

CompactnessCircularity

Squareness

Irregularity

≈
perimeter
equivalent

≈
area

equivalent

≈
area

equivalent

Min. inscribed
circle diameter

Min. circumscribed
circle diameter

Roughness

Min. bounding
box height

Min. bounding
box width

Particle contained in minimum bounding box

Object perimeter

Convex perimeter**

Squareness =

**Convex perimeter = perimeter formed if a rubber band was to surround the particle

Roughness =

Area eq.
diameter

Perimeter eq.
diameter

Circularity =

Area eq.
diameter

FeretMax

Compactness = Irregularity =

Solidity

Convex area*

Object area

Solidity =

*Convex area = area formed by convex perimeter**


